Box 1:

General Correspondence (2 files), 1970-72
File 1 - book recommendations, proposed policy on advertisements of world and American literature; accomplishments of the NCTE Task Force; Las Vegas, Nevada, exhibition of minority publications, 1971
File 2 - budget pertaining to committee operations; "Black American Dialect" evaluation; "Won't They Ever Learn?" by Bayard Rusing; Black literature enriches America's cultural heritage; agenda in Las Vegas, 1971; guidelines for the evaluation of Indian materials for adults, a resolution passed by the NCTE at the 16th annual meeting; Task Force on Racism and Bias in the Teaching of English, Urbana, IL May 21-23, 1971; Reports of ETs Activities Educational Opportunities; 1969 Mount Holyoke College recommendations of Black Literature; Criteria for Evaluating Elementary Afro-American History Books; "Project Access: What Sort of Test are We Looking For?" Paul B. Diederick; May 31, 1970 Transcript of Discussion on Tests and Testing.

Correspondence - Ernice Kelley
Resolution on Racism; Preliminary list of black illustrators, candidates for Task Force membership; areas which need representation by the Task Force; Indians in History Text Books; Textbook revisions in the 1960's.

Task Force Criteria on Racism (2 folders), 1970-71
File 1 - Criteria for Teaching Materials in reading and literature of the NCTE Task Force on Racism and Bias in the Teaching of English; Summary of newspaper coverage on "Criteria on Teaching Materials;" Minutes from March 18, 1970 CCCC Executive Committee; Criteria proposed by NCTE for Teaching Materials; Task Force Committee Members
File 2 - Letters of Reply; Individuals responding to Robert Hogan's letter regarding criteria for teaching materials; list of individuals requesting copies of "Criteria for Teaching Materials in Reading and Literature"

American Indian Scholars - Montana Rickards
Letters from Montana Rickards
Convocation of participants for Humanistic Studies, American Indian Scholars, Aspen Institute, 1971

American Indians, 1968-73
The American Indian Literature (List of books and journals)
American Indians - list of audio-visuals
The Morning Star People, Volume 9 #2-4, 1972
The Image of Indian-Song and Poems
Harpers and Row launches Indian project
Literature for Junior and Senior High School
Volume 8 #2 1971 - The Morning Star People
Education U.S.A. Weekly Newsletters on Education Affairs published by National School Public Relations Association
Volume 7 #2 1970 - The Morning Star People
The Navajo Evaluation Team - Biographical Sketches
The Indian in America's Closet (books in review)
Conference on Developing Indian Manpower
Indian House - Procedures of High Fidelity Recordings of North American Indian
Music
The American Wayer - The Sierra Club/Indians as Warriors - The Long Weekend Magazine
Bill Gillenwater - "A New Breed of Teacher"
The Indian Historian - Volume 2 No.2, Summer 1969
Red Cloud Country - The Home of the Oglaca Sioux Indians
Mark Twain Journal - Volume XVI Winter 1971-72
"Still Shooting Indians"
Seattle War Dance sponsored by Pacific Northwest American Indian Exposition, May 18, 1968
Navajo Community College, 1971-78

American Indian periodicals in the Princeton University Library
List of Periodicals, 1970
Letters of Invitation for Membership, 1970-71
General Correspondence

Box 2:

Mexican Americans, 1969-71
Ahora! Volume III No. IV Centes, Colorado Aztlan
Schools for Mexican-Americans Between two cultures
Entreineas 4
The Chicano Renaissance
El Camino Nuevo Vol. 1, No. 1, Nov. 19, 1971
Office for Spanish Speaking American Affairs, 1971
The Washington Post Outlook, Sunday, Jn. 11, 1970
Public Education's Response to the American Mexican Student
Business Week The Mexican American
Puerto Rico, Vol. 1 (Research for Urban Education)
El Oso, Vol. II, #5, May 1972

Minority Publishers, 1972-73
Invitation to annual NCTE Convention in Minneapolis, Minnesota, Nov. 22-25, 1972
List of Chicano Periodicals
Mexican American Bibliography
Oriental Publishers
Afro-American Publishers
Third World Publishers
Advertisements of World and American Literature Texts in NCTE Journals
Black Publications

Newsletters 1978
Newsletter editor
Publisher/Minority Concern Meeting

Readings on Racism, 1968-72
The Amistad Research Center, Dillard University, New Orleans, Louisiana
Attitudes toward Racial Integration - Andrew M. Greeley and Paul B. Sheatslye
Book Publishing: A Racist Club
Why Minority Publishing? Few Voice are Heard
A selected bibliography of Instructional Materials
ERIC abstracts and annotations on Racism on Textbooks and a Brief Guide to
Guidelines
Freedom of Information Center Report No. 195 - Textbooks and Racial Pressure

Groups
Teachers Edition of Scholastic Scope
The Black Writer and the New Censorship
Voice from a California Jail
Criteria for Teaching Materials in Reading and Literature
School and Society: Ghetto Children Learn to Regard their Life-style as culturally valid
New Guidelines against Racism in Textbooks
Looking up Black History (a survey of new encyclopedias)
A Look at the Black Records in the History
Evaluation Criteria: Minority treatment
Harvard Educational Review
School Research Isolated
Between the Education and the Pool
Newsletter - Southwestern Cooperative Educational/Liberty
About Evaluation in Reading
New Selections from the Black for College Students and Adults
Comparative Guidance and Placement Program
A Program for 2 year college
IRCD Bulletin
A model for the nation
Pilot Project Launched to Help Solve Urban School Problems
Book Selection Procedures
Michigan Curriculum Committee
Criteria for Evaluation the treatment of Minority Groups in Selection of Textbooks and other curriculum materials

Original Task Force Lists and Exhibit Kit Inventory List (1971-72)
Minority Group Publishers Meeting
Draft of Books Pertaining to the Indians
Searching for America questionnaires

Books and Pamphlets
Literature by and about the American Indian, an annotated bibliography, Anna Lee Slenstand; 1973
"Books about minorities," an annotated catalog
"Focus on Minorities," a multicultural booklist for children in the primary and intermediate grades
"The Weewish Tree" - (Pamphlet) American Indian Historical Society, 1974
Theory and Practice in the Teaching of Literature by Afro-America, Darwin T. Turner and Barbara Dodds - Stanford
Interracial Books for Children, Vol. 5, No. 6, 1974

Box 3: Books and Pamphlets

Callapooya College of Poetry; Montana H. Rickards Walking Bull, and Donald Joseph Weiss, 1973, Printed on offset press by Robert Max Larson of the OCE Humanities staff
Cracks in the Melting Pot, Melvin Steinfeld, 1970; Glencoe Press
Racism and Discrimination in American History
Emerging Humanity, Ruth Kearney Carlson, 1972; Wm. C. Baron Co. Publ.
Multi-Ethnic Literature for Children and Adolescents
Historical Highlights in the Education of Black Americans; a multi-media instructional
program (pamphlet)
Cross Cultural Impact, Joan Benson Macdonnell, 1971; The National C40 Federation
(pamphlet)
Bibliographic and Research Center Inc. Washington D.C.
Black Literary Magazine; Negro Bibliographic and Research Center Inc.
Washington D.C., Focus on Books for Young People
Volume 5, Number 2, July 1969
Volume 5, Number 3, Sept. 1969
Volume 5, Number 4, Nov. 1969
Volume 5, Number 5, Jan. 1970
Framework for Freedom; Dept. of Instructional Services, Fairfax County Public Schools,
Fairfax, Virginia
Black Studies in Independent Schools; National Association of Independent Schools, Four
Library Square, Boston, Mass 02109
The Negroe in American History; Senior High School, The Negroe in American History;
Grade 7-8, The Negroe in American Life; Grades 1-6, The Negroe in American
Culture; Division of Curriculum, Louisville Public School, Louisville, Kentucky, 1968,
Fits and Misfits; National Committee for Citizens in Education and Educational products.
Informational Exchange, March 1974. What you should know about your child's
learning materials

Box 4:

African Congress; Imamu Amiri Baracha (Le Roi Jones) 1972, William Morrow and Comp.
NY, NY (A documentary of the first modern Pan-African Congress)
The Passion of Claude McKay; Wayne Cooper and Hope McKay Virtue, 1973
Schoenen Books; Selected Prose and Poetry, 1912-48
Vjamaan - the Basis of African Socialism; Mr. Nyirere, one of three papers written when
released from government office
Black Chronicle; Barbara Thompson Ph.D., State Superintendent, Wisconsin Dept. of Public
Instruction, 1974
Rockville, Maryland
Childhood & Cosmos; Pierre Erney, 1973 Media Intellectics Corporation. The Social
Psychology of the Black African Child
Black Black; Black Black; Sarah Webster Fabio; 1973 - Pamphlet Poetry
Aloneness; Gwendolyn Books, Broadside Press, Detroit, Michigan, 1971
Jujus Alchemy of the Blues, Sarah Webster Fabio, 1973 Pamphlet
Black Poetry; Dudley Randall, Broadside Press, 1969
Cables to Rage; Audre Lord, Published by Paul Berman, Heritage Series, London, 1973
Light a Fire; Frank John Published by Paul Berman, Heritage Series, London, 1973
Take No Prison, Ray Durem, Published by Paul Berman, Heritage Series, London, 1971
The Still Voice of Harlem, Published by Paul Berman, Heritage Series, London, 1972
Thorns and Thistles: Nuikbtarr Mustapha, Published by P. Berman, Heritage Series, London, 1971
Catechism of a Neoamerican Hoodoo Church; Ishmael Reed, Published by P. Berman,
                 Heritage Series, London, 1970

Box 5:

Cachito Mio; Jose Acosla Torreo, 1973 Quinto Sol Publications
Selective Mexican American Bibliography Philip D. Ortego; 1972; Border Regional Library
          Association, El Paso, Texas
Struggle of the farmworkers, 1965-78
El Espejo - The Mirror Octavio Ignacio Romano V, Herminio Rios C., 1969, 1972, Quinto Sol
          Publications
Chicano En ha Literatura y El Arte, El Grito book series, Year VII, Book 1, 1973, Quinto Sol
          Publications
Full Winter 1975-76 Catalogue; The Third Press; Joseph Ohpakee Publishing Co. including
          complete Blacklist
Estampas del valle y otras obras, Rolando K. Henojosa - 5, 1973, Quinto Sol Publications;
Publishers of Chicago Literature
Voicis, Octavio, Ignacio, Romano V Readings from El Grito, 1971-73, Quinto Sol
          Publications
Bless Me, Ultima, Rudolfo A. Anaya 1972 Quinto Sol Publications
La Voz Poetica Del Chicano, El Grito quarterly Book Series, Quinto Sol Publications
"And the Earth Did Not Part," Tomas Rivera, 1971, Quinto Sol Publications
Art Seen, Ray Barrio, 1968, Ventura Press
The American Indian Reader, Jeannette Henry, 1973, The Indian Historian Press
Spartans of the West, Ernest Thompson Seton, 1912 and 21, Craig c/o Thomas Banyoya
          Independent Hopi Nation Araibi, Arizona "From the Book of Woodcraft 1912"
The Only Land I Know, Adolph Dial, David K. Eliades, 1975, The Indian Historian Press Inc.,
          A History of the Lumbee Indians
Journal of American Indian Education, Volume 14, Number 1, October 1974, College of
          Education, Arizona State University
Blue Day on Main Street, J.L. Navarro, Quinto Sol Publication, 1973
The American Indian Reader, Rupert Costa, 1974, The Indian Historian Press
The Political Leader Considered as the representative of a Culture, Jihad Production
Private Dealings, David J. Burrows, Lewis M. Dabney, Milne Holton, Grosvenor E. Powell,
          1974, New Perspectives Division of Media Intellectis Corporation, Rockville, Maryland

Box 6:

American Literature, Poirier, Vance, Volume two, 1970, Little Brown and Company
Bored With the Same Old Diet of Bland Book Reviews?, copyright, Third Press Review of
          Books (Pamphlets)
College English, Vol. 35, No. 6, March 1974
Language and Public Policy, Hugh Rank, Editor, 1974 National Council of Teachers of
          English, Committee on Double Speak
The Teaching of English Usage, Robert C. Pooley, 1974, NCTE
Sentence Combining, Frank O'Hare, 1971, 1973, 1974, NCTE, improving student writing
without formal grammar instruction
Teaching the Epic, Margaret Flemming, 1974, NCTE
Readings and Feelings, David Bleich, 1975, NCTE, an introduction to subjective criticism
English Language Arts Curriculum Guide K-12 and Criteria for Planning and Evaluation, 1974, Eric Clearing House on Reading and Communication Skills
Measuring Growth in English, Paul B. Diederich, 1974, NCTE
1974-1975 NCTE Guide to Teaching Materials for English Grades 7-12, 1974, NCTE
Language and Language Learning, Albert H. Marcwardt, 1968, NCTE
Help for the Reading Teacher - New Directions in Research, William D. Page, Eric Clearinghouse on Reading and Communication Skills
English Education, Vol. 6, No. III, Feb./March 1975
Observing and Writing, George Hillocks, Jr., 1975 Eric Clearinghouse on Reading
The Weewish Tree A Magazine of Indian American for Young People, 1974 American Indian Historical Society
Volume II, Number 2, October 1973
Volume II, Number 3, November 1973
Volume II, Number 5, March-April 1974
Volume II, Number 6, May 1974
Volume II, Number 7, June 1974
Focus on Minorities, A list of relevant books for Young Adults, Fall 1971
Books About Minorities, An Annotate Catalog
Focus on Minorities, Spring 1972, A Multicultural Booklist for Children in the Primary and Intermediate Grades
La Causa Publication 1974 Catalog, La Causa Publications Editorial y Distribidora de
Box 7:

American Indian Publications
A Selected Bibliography of Native American Literature
Index to Bibliographies & Resource Materials; Spring 1975, National Indian Education Association
Books About the American Indians; Indian Historian, San Francisco, California
A Bibliography on Selected Materials on the Navajo and Zuni Indians Gallup - McKinley County Public Schools, 1974
"Arizona Highways" Vol. XLVIII, No. 6, June 1972, Arizona
"Indian America" Winter 1974, Vol. 8, No. 7
"English for American Indians," Bureau of Indian Affairs, Spring 1971
Language in American Indian Education - Winter 1972
An Annotated Bibliography of Young People's Fiction on American Indians, Office of Education Programs, United States Bureau of Indian Affairs, 1972
Reporter, Vol. 5, No. 9, May 1974
Language in American Indian Education, William K. Slager, University of Utah, Educational Programs Bureau of Indian Affairs, U.S. Department of the Interior
The Indian Historian, Vol. 6, No. 2, Spring 1973, American Indian Historical Society
National Study of American Indian Education Research Report, Vol. 5, Office of Community Programs, Center for Urban and Regional Affairs, University of Minnesota
The Indian Historian American Indian Historical Society
Vol. 4, No. 1, Spring 1971
Vol. 4, No. 2, Summer 1971
Vol. 4, No. 4, Winter 1971

Contemporary Issues of the American Indian; National Indian Education Association

The Indian Historian; American Indian Historical Association, Vol. 5, No. 1, Spring 1978

Social Education Office of the National Council for the Social Studies, Vol. 36, No. 5, May 1972

Navajo Evaluators look at Rough Rock Demonstration School

Iroquois People - A reference guide

    Department of Curriculum Evaluations Development


Box 8:

Books and Pamphlets on American Indian Literature and Afro-American Literature

Wassaja "Let My People Know" Newspaper
    Vol. 2, No. 10, Nov-Dec 1974

English for American Indians; Spring 1971, Bureau of Indian Affairs

Akwesasne
    Vol. 6, No. 3, 1974
    Vol. 4, No. 4, 1974
    Vol. 4, No. 3, 1972

Black Literature

Black and Brown Bibliography - San Jose State College, A selected Bibliography of Black Literature

Black Politics, History, Sociology Language (Bibliography)

Unity and Struggle (Newspaper)
    Vol. 3, No. 12, November 1974
    Vol. 3, No. 13, December 1974
    Vol. 4, No. 1, December - January (1975?, No dates given)

Black Times
    Vol. 5, No. 1, January 1975

Bubbles; Eloise Greenfield, Drum and Spear Press Comp., 1972

Everyday Heroes Coloring Book; Alrag Productions, 1972

Black Images; Toronto Canada
    Vol. 1, No. 1, Jan. 1972
    Vol. 1, No. 2, Summer 1972
    Vol. 2, No. 1, Spring 1973

Reflections of the Sun; Afrikan Free School, 1972 Jihad Productions

Negro Literature Forum: John F. Bayliss (Editor) Indiana State University
    Vol. 4, No. 3, Fall 1970
    Vol. 4, No. 4, Winter 1970
    Vol. 5, No. 1, Spring 1971
    Vol. 5, No. 2, Summer 1971
    Vol. 5, No. 3, Fall 1971
    Vol. 5, No. 4, Winter 1971
    Vol. 6, No. 1, Spring 1972
    Vol. 6, No. 2, Summer 1972
    Vol. 6, No. 3, Fall 1972
    Vol. 6, No. 4, Winter 1972
    Vol. 7, No. 1, Spring 1973
Vol. 7, No. 2, Summer 1973
Vol. 7, No. 3, Fall 1973

Box 9:

Books and Pamphlets on Afro-American Literature and Chicano Literature

Differences in the Language of Negroe and White Grade School Children 1-2; Doris R. Entwisle and Ellen Greenberger; May 1968 John Hopkins University

Black Journal, Audio-Visual Center, Indiana University, Bloomington, Indiana, 47401

Swahili Name Book, 1971 Jihad Productions

Black Cultural Heritage Materials; 1973 Title II, Buffalo Public Schools

Black Images; R. Murray (Editor), Toronto, Canada

Vol. 1, No. 3 & 4 Autumn and Winter 1972

The History of Black Americans - A Study Guide and Curriculum Outline

Black Fiction in America - Harvard Univ. Press (Pamphlet) for Racism to Pluralism

Congress of Afrikan People; Imamu Amiri Baraka Chairman

Man and His Creative Awareness, 1972, The Institute for Services to Education

An introduction and an annotated bibliography; Carlota Cardeans de Dwyer; Dept. of English and Mexican American Studies, University of Texas

Teaching Chicano Literature; Carlota Cardenas de Dwyer; NCTE Spring Institute at Columbia, South Carolina

An annotated Bibliography and other resource materials Roseann Duenas Gonzalez Dept. of English, University of Arizona, Tucson

The Five Suns of Eternity; Angel G. Esparla, 1975-76, LaCausa Publications


Mexico Quarterly Review; University of the Americas, No 1. 4, No. 2, 1973

Exxon USA, Public Affairs Dept. of Exxon Company USA, Fourth Quarter 1974, No 1. XIII, No. 4

El Piojoy la Liendre (no other information) Pamphlet


A Mexican American Source Book With Study Guidelines; Feliciana Rivera, 1970,

Educational Consulting Association

Puerto Rican History & Culture Twelfth Grade Elective

Division of Curriculum Evaluation and Development

Spanish English Motivational Materials, 1973 Title II, Buffalo Public Schools, Buffalo, N>Y.

El Grito, Quinto Sol Publications

Vol. II, No. 3, 1969

Vol. IV, No. 1, 1970

Aztlan - Chicano Journal of the Social Sciences and the Arts

Box 10:

Asian-American Publications

A Selected bibliography of Asian-American Literature

General Asian-American--leaflets and others

Bidge - the magazine of Asians in America; Basement Workshop, New York, New York.

Vol. 2, No. 1, 1972 Sept/Oct

Vol. 2, No. 2, 1972, December


Vol. 2, No. 5, 1973, June

Vol. 2, No. 6, 1973, August
Roots: An Asian American Reader: Editors Tachiki Wong, Ods, and Wong
The 1971 Reports of the University of California, a project of the UCLA Asian-American Studies Center.

Box 11:

Multi-ethnic newsletters, 1972-80
Middle Atlantic Region
Fall - 1972
Fall - 1973, 1976
Midwest Region
Pacific Coast Region
Spring - 1974, 1975
Winter - 1974
Southeastern Region
Spring - 1974
Summer - 1974
Winter - 1973
Southwest Region
Summer - 1974
Fall - 1974, 1975
Interracial Books for Children
Vol. 4, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4 Council on Interracial Books for Children, 1972-73
Vol. 5, No. 6, 1974
Vol. 6, Nos. 3 & 4, 1975
Vol. 5, No. 3, 1974
General - Asian American
Vol. 1, No. 2, Asian-American Publication
Teaching English in Two-Year Colleges, Three Successful Programs
1971, 1974, National Council of Teachers of English
Criteria for teaching materials in Reading and Literature - Task Force on Racism and bias in the Teaching of English, NCTE, 1111 Kenyon, Road, Urbana, IL, 1970
Jello, Inamu Amiri Barak (Leroi Jones)
Cabral on Nkrumah, speech delivered by the Secretary General of PAIGC, Amilcar Cabral, at the symposium organized by the Democratic Party of Guinea in memory of President Dr. Kwame Nkrumah, May 13, 1972 of book 1973, Jihad Productions
NCTE 60th Annual Meeting, Atlanta, Georgia
A selected Bibliography of ERIC Materials on multi-ethnic literature. Prepared by Holly
O'Donnell coordinator of user services, ERIC Clearinghouse on Reading and Communication skills 1975 NCTE Spring Institutes Teaching Minority Literature at all levels.

Minority Publications
Literature by Black Writers, Buffalo, 1970
Center for Urban and Regional Affairs, University of Minnesota, 1972
Publications concerning Indian Americans
Aztlan Publications - Bibliography
Mexican Americans Film Report
Arizona English Bulletin, Southwestern literature and culture in the English classroom;
Arizona Teachers Association
Vol. 13, No. 3, April 1971
Council on Interracial Books Issues Manifesto to Editors
New York Amsterdam News, Sat. Nov. 6, 1971
Vita Wa Watu - Peoples War, Newark, NJ, Book Listing
Elementary English - A magazine of the Language Arts, National Council of Teachers of English; March 1972
And the Soul Shall Dance
Short Stories and Poems:
"Cecilia Rosas"
"Darlene McCarty"
"Lawson Fusao Inada"
"Speckled Snake (Cherokee)"
"James Welch"
"Chief Dan George"
"Barry White"
"Charles W. Chestnut"
"Ray Young Bear"
"Gerald Visenor"
"Simon J. Ortiz"
"Langston Hughes"
"Nikki Giovanni"
"Gwendolyn Brooks"
"John Oliver"
"Ralph W. Ellison"
"Rudy Espinosa"
"Dawn Eye Cosmos"

Howard University Press; Inaugural Publications
Books Review; Akwesasne Notes, Spring 1974 (Newspaper)
A Selected Bibliography on Black Literature, Dr. Blyden Jackson

Box 12:

Ad Hoc Committee on Racism and Sexism, 1977-78
Counteracting Racism and Sexism, 1977
Historical Manuscript Correspondence, 1978-80 (2 Folders)
Multi-Ethnic Newsletter, 1973-80
Racism and Sexism in the English Program, 1978
Task Force on Racism and Bias, 1966-1982
Task Force on Excellence in English Recommendations, 1984
The Indian higher education system is the second largest in the world in terms of enrolment, consisting of nearly 30 m students enrolled in 48,500 institutions. The private sector over the last decade has played an instrumental role in the growth of the system, with private unaided institutions accounting for almost 60% of enrolment in 2011-12. The new central government, which came into power in May 2014, is putting in place various measures to improve the employability of Indian graduates and to position India prominently on the global higher education landscape through initiatives in skills development, digitisation, and research. Southwest Indians - Pueblo is not the name of a tribe. It is a Spanish word for village. The Pueblo People are the decedents of the Anasazi People. The Navajo and the Apache arrived in the southwest in the 1300s. They both raided the peaceful Pueblo tribes for food and other goods. Who were the Devil Dancers? Pacific Coastal Northwest Indians - What made some of the Pacific Northwest Indian tribes "rich" in ancient times? Why were woven mats so important? How did totem poles get started? What was life like in the longhouse? What were money blankets and coppers? How did the fur trade work? The last Indian War was fought against Native American children in the dormitories and classrooms of government boarding schools. It also includes biographical sketches of prominent and lesser-known North American Indian leaders, chiefs, explorers, and their white counterparts, descriptions of migrations, the histories of tribes and ancient languages, and a list of the meanings of tribal names. He traces the crucial contributions made by the Indians to our federal system of government, our democratic institutions, modern medicine, agriculture, architecture, and ecology, and in this astonishing, ground-breaking book takes a giant step toward recovering a true American history.